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Introduction
• HPC – Relevant to a variety of sciences, not only CS– More and more researchers considering new technologies capable of considerable computational power
• Distributed Shared Memory Systems (Clusters)– Combine computational capabilities of multiple nodes via a high speed communication network.
• Clusters, if public– Multiple users» Need policies to schedule jobs and manage resources– We acknowledge to potential characteristics of interest
• Performance
• Consistent time accuracy
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Ping-Pong TestPurpose: – To measure the end-to-end delay time associated with sending a message back and forth between processes in a cluster of workstations (or any other parallel system)– Two variants
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Both Ping-Pong Tests




Community-ClusterThis cluster has 12TB of public shared Lustre storage and three groups of public and private nodes, all connected by SDR Infiniband and Gigabit Ethernet. The quad-core nodes have Infinihost III Lx (PCI-e) cards, and the older nodes have Infinihost (PCI-X) cards. 
Public quad-core (512 cpu, 4.77 TF). 64 nodes with dual quad-core Intel 5345 processors (2.33 GHz) and 12GB of memory each. Designated compute-1-x, 2-x. 
Public single-core (128 cpu, 0.82 TF). 64 nodes with dual single-core Intel "Irwindale" processors (3.2 GHz) and 4 GB of memory each. Designated compute-3-x, 4-x, 5-x.
Public AMD dual-core (8 cpu, .04 TF). 1 node with quad dual-core AMD 8218 processors (2.60 GHz) and 64GB of memory. Designated compute-8-1. 
Multi-user and 3 queues {2WKpar, 48Hquadpar, 2WKpar}
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Community-Cluster - 2WKpar - 9P – 1st Sample IncludedProc-Pair Average (usecs) Stdv(usecs) Min(usecs) Max(usecs)P0 - P1 1218.29 12091.28 8 120922P0 - P2 751.8 7424.667 8 74256P0 - P3 598.89 5895.264 8 58962P0 - P4 496.8 4885.778 7 48866P0 - P5 599.54 5911.764 7 59126P0 - P6 600.08 5905.447 8 59064P0 - P7 597.5 5893.182 7 58940P0 - P8 599.12 5908.675 7 59095















































































My-Cluster - 9P - 1st Sample RemovedProc-Pair Average(usecs) Stdv(usecs) Min(usecs) Max(usecs)P0 - P1 134.1111 19.91507 127 273P0 - P2 144.202 49.94302 126 477P0 - P3 140.9091 170.2679 114 1676P0 - P4 138.0202 100.3862 115 821P0 - P5 162.7172 185.8668 118 1495P0 - P6 145.1515 163.1716 117 1575P0 - P7 154.8485 152.9347 117 1086P0 - P8 138.0101 123.824 116 1277





















































Community-Cluster - 2WKpar - 9P – 1st Sample RemovedProc-Pair Average (usecs) Stdv(usecs) Min(usecs) Max(usecs)P0 - P1 9.585859 1.628885314 8 18P0 - P2 9.292929 1.56656732 8 20P0 - P3 11.54545 1.960178705 10 28P0 - P4 10.25253 1.547502493 9 22P0 - P5 13.0404 5.396369134 9 40P0 - P6 9.282828 1.229239055 8 18P0 - P7 25.40404 89.00159586 9 888P0 - P8 10.26263 0.932254877 9 13
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Trad-2D T3.1 - Test
Conclusions
• All three queues of the Community-Cluster are prone to pulses of some nature that can negatively impact high performance applications where consecutive steady and accurate time readings are needed to statistically validate a phenomena under study. 
• The one-user cluster, referred to as My-Cluster, presents a much better behavior in terms of disturbances during communication between processes; the communication between processes is clearly more stable and steady for a considerable number of consecutive samples; as a consequence, it constitutes a  more appropriate choice for time sensitive analysis.
• The third and most important conclusion is derived from both ping pong tests, and it is associated with the fact that only the first time that a pair of processes establish a communication, a one-time high fee to pay in terms of time will exist. Consequently, it is possible to think that some sort of communication initialization takes place during this first message, and that such situation does not occur for all subsequent communications. This finding is supported by both ping pong tests, ping-pong-A and ping-pong-B, and occurs in both clusters even though they have different operating systems, hardware architecture and communication capabilities. 25
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Thank You
Questions ?
